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*Night Swimming

Doreen Finn

9781781176276    €16.99  ____

Mercier Press

NOS4A2 Tie In

Joe Hill

9781473226418  €11.99  ____

Gollancz

FICTION

NOS4A2 is an old-fashioned horror

novel in the best sense. 

Claustrophobic, gripping and 

terrifying, this is a story that will have

you on the edge of the seat while you

read, and leaving the lights on while

you sleep.

River

Peter Heller

9781474612074   €16.99    ____

Weidenfeld

Shadow

James Swallow

9781785765216  €14.99   _____

Bonnier

Someone Like Me

M.R. Carey

9780356509495   €10.99   _____

Orbit

Beekeeper of Aleppo

Christy Lefteri

9781785768934  €14.99   ____

Bonnier

Things are about to go viral in Marc

Dane's most dangerous adventure yet. 

Someone Like Me is the intoxicating

new thriller from the phenomenal 

M. R. Carey. A modern take on the

Jekyll and Hyde tale, think Gone Girl

meets Stephen King - but you won't

have read anything quite like this 

before . . . 

Moving, powerful, compassionate

and beautifully written, The 

Beekeeper of Aleppo is a testament

to the triumph of the human spirit.

Told with deceptive simplicity, it is

the kind of book that reminds us of

the power of storytelling.

Blessing in Disguise

Danielle Steel

9781509877782   €16.50    ____

Macmillan

Bridge of Clay

Markus Zusak

9780552774765   €9.50     ____

Corgi Books

Cari Mora

Thomas Harris

9781785152191   €16.50    ____

Arrow/Vintage

Carrier

Mattias Berg

9780857057891  €17.99   ____

Quercus

The world's favourite storyteller,

Danielle Steel, explores what it means

to be a family in Blessing in Disguise.

An epic and spellbinding quest for 

redemption and greatness, Bridge of

Clay will take you to many places, and

will ask two eternal questions: where

are you going, and who will you be

when you get there?

Beautiful, marked by war, Cari catches

the eye of Hans-Peter as he closes in on

the treasure. But Cari Mora has 

surprising skills, and her will to survive

has been tested before. Cari Mora, his

sixth novel, is the long-awaited return

of an American master.

The man with the nuclear briefcase

has gone rogue - Mission Impossible

meets the Hunt for Red October

Oracle

Clive Cussler

9780241386903   €16.99 ____

Hamilton

Husband-and-wife treasure-hunting

team Sam and Remi Fargo return for a

new adventure as they hunt for an-

cient treasure--that may or may not

be cursed--in this thrilling addition to

Clive Cussler's bestselling series.

Bride Squad Runaway

Caroline Grace Cassidy & Lisa C Carey

9781785302459  €14.99   ____

Black & White

It should be the perfect moment.

Ava is twirling in the dress of her

dreams at Vintage Brides - and Stefan,

her super-hot art gallery coworker,

likes what he sees...But it won't be 

Stefan standing at the altar with her. It

will be Simon, Ava's musician fiance

who isn't ready to grow up just yet. 

Or will it?



Confessions of the Fox

Jordy Rosenberg

9781786496256   €10.50   ____

Atlantic

The new Botswana book from 

bestselling author Alexander McCall

Smith, this is Mma Ramotswe's 

nineteenth wonderful adventure.

Colours of all the Cattle

Alexander McCall Smith

9780349143279  €10.99  ____

Abacus

Jack Sheppard - a transgender carpenter's

apprentice - has fled his master's house to

become a notorious prison break artist,

and Bess Khan has escaped the draining of

the fenlands to become a revolutionary

mastermind. Together, they find 

themselves at the center of a web of 

corruption leading back to the dreaded

Thief-Catcher General.

FICTION

Crushed

Kate Hamer

9780571336661   €14.99   ____

Faber & Faber

Thoughts are just thoughts, they said.

Now she knows they were wrong. At

home, Phoebe arranges the scissors

and knives so they point toward her

mother's room. She is exhausted, 

making sure there's no trace of herself

- not a single hair, not even her 

scent - left anywhere in the house. 

*Dancing with the Tsars

Ross O’Carroll-Kelly

9781844883851  €10.50   ____

Penguin

Life as a stay-in-bed husband turned

out to be a lot more complicated than

I expected. My wife was pregnant

with a baby that possibly wasn't

mine. My old man was engaged in a

war with the feminist movement that

he was never going to win. And my

old dear was making a lot of 

unexplained trips to Russia.

Ditch

Herman Koch

9781509883455   €16.50  ____

Macmillan

Farm

Joanne Ramos

9781526605245   €16.00   ____

Bloomsbury

Female Persuasion

Meg Wolitzer

9781784708306    €10.99   ____

Vintage

A darkly gripping novel, from the 

author of the internationally bestselling

The Dinner - about how your 

imagination can run away with you,

about what we fear to lose, and how

even the most stable people can be 

undone by jealousy.

Expansive and wise, compassionate

and witty, The Female Persuasion is

about the spark we all believe is 

flickering inside us, waiting to be seen

and fanned by the right person at the

right time. 

Frankissstein: A Love Story

Jeanette Wintersom

9781787331419   €15.50  ____

Vintage

Friend of the Family

Tasmina Perry

9781472208576    €9.50   ____

Headline

*He is Mine and I Have No Other

Rebecca O’Connor

9781786892621   €10.99   ____

Canongate

Funny and furious, bold and 

clear-sighted, Frankissstein is a love

story about life itself.

The gripping new page-turner from

Sunday Times bestselling author 

Tasmina Perry is a brilliant 'cuckoo in

the nest' story with glamour, suspense

and a knockout twist.

A dark and intense debut about the

overwhelming nature of first love from

a brilliant new voice in Irish fiction.

*First Rose of Tralee

Patricia O’Reilly

9781781997741   €15.99   ____

Poolbeg

Convenience Store Woman

Sayaka Murata

9781846276842   €10.50   ____

Portobello

Keiko is 36 years old. She's never had a

boyfriend, and she's been working in

the same supermarket for eighteen

years. Keiko's family wishes she'd get a

proper job. Her friends wonder why she

won't get married. But Keiko knows

what makes her happy, and she's not

going to let anyone come between her

and her convenience store...



*Her Husband’s Mistake

Sheila O’Flanagan

9781472254740  €16.99   ____

Headline

Roxy has a big decision to make

about her marriage. Can she ever

forgive her husband for what's he's

done? 

Hippie

Paulo Coelho

9781787461697   €10.50   ____

Random

House on the Edge of the Cliff

Carol Drinkwater

9781405933346    €9.50     ____

Penguin

In the famous Dam Square in Amsterdam

he finds young people playing music,

while discussing sexual liberation, the 

expansion of consciousness and the

search for an inner truth. For Paulo and

Karla it is a life-defining love story that

leads to choices that will set the course

of the rest of their lives.

FICTION

How do you like me Now?

Holly Bourne

9781473667761    €9.50 ____

Hodder

The past and present spectacularly 

collide in this gripping story of love and

betrayal echoing across the decades . . . 

The blisteringly funny, honest and 

fearless debut adult novel from 

bestselling author Holly Bourne.

How to Find Home

Mahsuda Snaith

9780857524690   €6.00   ____

Transworld

Molly has lived on the streets for

nearly a decade. She has close

friends but spends most of her

nights sleeping rough in dangerous

places. He is searching for treasure

while she is searching for hope. And

yet she must find the courage to

continue if she's ever going to 

discover a place that really feels like

home.

Jeeves and of the King of Clubs

Ben Schott

9781787461000  €11.10 ____

Random

Lost Letters of William Woolf

Helen Cullen

9781405934954     €9.50   ____

Warner

Love is Blind

William Boyd

9780241295922   €10.50  ____

Hamilton

Storm clouds loom over Europe. 

Treason is afoot in the highest social

circles. The very security of the nation

is in peril. Jeeves, it transpires, has long

been an agent of British Intelligence,

but now His Majesty's Government

must turn to the one man who can help

Bertie Wooster. 

Inside East London's Dead Letters Depot,

William Woolf unites lost mail with its 

intended recipient. White mice, a 

miniature grandfather clock and a full

suit of armour are among the more 

unusual items lost then found thanks to

William's detective work. But when he

discovers a series of letters addressed

only to 'My Great Love', everything

changes. 

Love is Blind is a tale of dizzying 

passion and brutal revenge; of 

artistic endeavour and the illusions it 

creates; of all the possibilities that

life can offer, and how cruelly they

can be snatched away. At once an 

intimate portrait of one man's life

and an expansive exploration of the

beginning of the twentieth century.

Messy,  Wonderful Us

Catherine Isaac

9781471178054  €14.99 ____

S&S

My Mother’s Daughter

Ann O’Loughlin

9781409183341   €10.99  ____

Orion

The brilliant, brand new emotional

drama from the author of the 

bestselling You Me Everything.

A powerful, moving story of family, 

resilience and compassion, and how

women support each other through

the most difficult times, My Mother's

Daughter takes the issues closest to

our hearts and makes us ask ourselves

the most difficult questions.

Blackly funny, both merciless and 

compassionate - dangling its legs over

the ledge of 9/11 - My Year of Rest and

Relaxation is a showcase for the gifts

of one of America's major young 

writers.

Moscow Midnight

John Simpson

9781473674516    €9.50  ____

Hodder

My Year of Rest and Relaxation

Ottessa Moshfegfh

9781784707422   10.99   ____

Vintage



Never Greener

Ruth Jones

9781784162221    €10.99   ____

Transworld

Kate was twenty-two, she had an 

intense and passionate affair with a

married man, Callum, which ended in

heartbreak. Kate thought she'd never

get over but then Kate meets Callum

again. And they are faced with a

choice: to walk away from each other

or to risk finding out what might have

been..

*Normal People

Sally Rooney

9780571334650    €10.50 ____

Faber & Faber

Normal People is a story of mutual 

fascination, friendship and love. It takes

us from that first conversation to the

years beyond, in the company of two

people who try to stay apart but find

they can't.

FICTION

*Rules of the Road

Ciara Geraghty

9780008320676   €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

When Iris Armstrong goes missing, her

best friend Terry, wife, mother and 

all-round worrier, is convinced 

something bad has happened. And

when she finds her glamorous, feisty

friend, she's right: Iris is setting out on a

journey that she plans to make her last.

The only way for Terry to stop Iris is to

join her, on a road trip that will that will

change all of their lives.

Porpoise

Mark Haddon

9781784742836    €16.50   ____

Chattoe & Windus

A newborn baby is the sole survivor of

a terrifying plane crash. She is raised in

wealthy isolation by an overprotective

father. She knows nothing of the 

rumours about a beautiful young

woman, hidden from the world. When

a suitor visits, he understands far more

than he should. Forced to run for his

life, he escapes aboard The Porpoise,

an assassin on his tail...

Saltwater

Jessica Andrews

9781473682788   €16.99   ____

Hodder

Secrets of Santorini

Patricia Wilson

9781785768972  €9.50  ____

Bonnier

Shepherd’s Hut

Tim Winton

9781509863846    €10.50   ____

Macmillan

*Seven Letters

Sinead Moriarty

9781844884070   €14.99   ___

Penguin

Saltwater explores the complexities of

mother-daughter relationships, the

challenges of shifting class identity

and the way that the strongest 

feelings of love can be the hardest to

define.

The Shepherd's Hut is an exquisite,

brutal coming of age novel. It tells the

story of Jaxie, a boy on the run from

his past, and explores the way love

and hate combine to form a young

man's beliefs.

Irini McGuire has never really known her

celebrated archaeologist mother, Bridget,

who lives on the paradise island of 

Santorini. So, when Irini receives news

that Bridget has been injured at a dig and

is in coma she knows it is time to return

to the island of her birth. Discovering her

mother's notes, and driven by rumours

that her mother's injury was no accident,

Irini starts to reveal the dark secrets 

behind her family's separation. 

Sarah loves being a mother - it defines

her. Every year she writes a birthday let-

ter of love to her adored daughter, Izzy,

now seven. And after she falls pregnant,

she promises Izzy that the arrival of a

baby brother will make their family

complete. So when she collapses a few

months later, the safe happy life Izzy

knows is shattered.

This Storm is James Ellroy's most 

audacious novel yet. It is by turns 

savage, tender, elegiac. It lays bare and

celebrates crazed Americans of all

stripes.

A new book club forges links between

Finfarran and a small American town -

but also puts longstanding 

relationship in jeopardy when buried

secrets begin to surface.

A heart-rending, profoundly moving

novel about protecting the ones you

love from the secrets that will hurt

them most, perfect for fans of 

Jodi Picoult and Jojo Moyes.

A novel about the close bonds of 

female friendship and the emotional

undercurrents that underpin them,

The Start of Summer looks at that

time when life changes utterly, never

to be the same again.

*Start of Summer

Alison Walsh

9781473660786   €16.99  ____

Hodder

Transatlantic Book Club

Felicity Hayes-McCoy

9781473690349   €16.99   ____

Hodder

This Storm

James Ellroy

9780434020591    €16.50   ____

Heineman

Forgotten Sister

Caroline Bond

9781786493682   €14.99   ____

Atlantic 



Us Against You

Fredrik Backman

9781405930239    €10.50   ____

Penguin

Us Against You is the story of two

towns, two teams and what it means

to believe in something bigger than

yourself. It's about how people come

together - sometimes in anger, often

in sorrow, but also through love. And

how, when we stand together, we can

bring a town back to life.

What Red Was

Rosie Price

9781787301399    €14.99 ____

Random

WHAT RED WAS explores the effects of

trauma on mind and body, the tyrannies

of memory, the sacrifices involved in

staying silent, the courage of a young

woman in speaking out. 

FICTION

*Black Water

Cormac O’Keeffe

9781785302381    €10.50  ____

Black & White

*Being Various - Irish Short Stories

9780571342501    €14.99  ____

Faber & Faber

Following her own brilliant short story

collection Multitudes, Lucy Caldwell

guest edits the sixth volume of Faber's

long running series of new Irish short

stories, continuing the great work

started by the late David Marcus and

subsequent guest editors Kevin Barry,

Deirdre Madden and Joseph O'Connor.

Corset

Laura Purcell

9781408889527   €9.90   ____

Bloomsbury

Courtney’s War

Wilbur Smith

9781785766503   €10.50   ____

Bonnier

Exit Wounds

Paul Kane

9781785659188    €9.50   ___

Titan

Dark Sacred Night

Michael Connelly

9781409182740     €9.50   ____

Orion

A brand-new anthology of crime 

stories written by masters of the

genre. Featuring both original 

in-universe stories and rarely-seen

reprints, this collection of masterful

short stories brings together some of

the genre's greatest living authors. 

Courtney's War is an epic story of

courage, betrayal and undying love

that takes the reader to the very heart

of a world at war.

At the end of a long night, Detectives

Renee Ballard and Harry Bosch cross

paths for the first time. The new 

blockbuster crime thriller from the #1

bestseller.

The iconic Ian Rankin returns with a

new Detective John Rebus novel: an

instant Number One bestseller in

hardback, and this summer's essential

must-read paperback.

As compelling as a TV box set - when

will your Chris Carter addiction begin?

It's six in the morning during the

hottest summer on record when 

Elizabeth O'Loughlin, out walking her

dog, comes across Clare, a victim of a

horrific knife attack, clinging onto life

at the side of the road. Clare dies 

minutes later, but not before 

whispering her haunting last words to

Elizabeth.

Forget Me Not

Claire Allan

9780008321918   €9.50   ____

Harper Collins

In a House of Lies

Ian Rankin

9781409176909    €9.50   ____

Orion

Hunting Evil

Chris Carter

9781471179532    €14.99  ____

S&S

Emily Jacobs wakes up in the night

after a minor operation, woozy with

anaesthetic. She sees the doctor 

frantically trying to resuscitate the

woman in the bed next to her. In the

morning, she is told that she must have

had a nightmare.  That the bed has

been empty all along . . .

I’ll Find You

Liz Lawler

9781785766039    €9.50  ____

Bonnier



Manhattan Project

Paul McNeive

9781785302404    €10.99    ____

Black & White

Former cop Jack Taylor is up against a

vigilante assassin who goes by the

name 'Silence' - and the 

consequences quickly become 

personal.

*In the Galway Silence

Ken Bruen

9781788545884  €10.50  ____

Head of Zeus

New York City is under attack. Millions

may die. But the enemy's weapons are

invisible, undetectable and creating 

terror at lightning speed.

FICTION

My Lovely Wife

Samantha Downing

9780241368497  €14.99   ____

Hamilton

Fabian Risk abandons his critically ill

daughter to hunt a terrifying serial

killer. But how do you catch a serial

killer who never strikes the same way

twice?

Never Game

Jeffery Deaver

9780008303730   €16.50   ____

Harper Collins

Escape or die trying... No.1 

international bestseller Jeffery

Deaver returns with a stunning new

thriller - the first in an exciting series

featuring enigmatic investigator

Colter Shaw. 

Outsider

Stephen King

9781473676398   €9.50   ____

Hodder

Paris Diversion

Chris Pavone

9780571337217   €14.99  ____

Faber & Faber

A horrifying crime. Water-tight evidence

points to a single suspect. 

Except he was seventy miles away, with

an iron-clad alibi. Detective Anderson

sets out to investigate the impossible:

how can the suspect have been both at

the scene of the crime and in another

town? 

Kate Moore - a mother with an 

interesting past - is living the quiet life

in another European city, or trying to.

As worrying reports begin to circulate

from key locations around the city, and

the sound of wailing sirens becomes 

increasingly hard to ignore, could their

day and, indeed, their lives be about to

change forever?

Dexter meets Mr. and Mrs. Smith in

this wildly compulsive debut thriller

about a couple whose fifteen-year

marriage has finally gotten too 

interesting...

Motive X

Stefan Ahnhem

9781786694614   €17.50   ____

Head of Zeus

President is Missing

Bill Clinton & James Patterson

9781787460171   €10.50   ____

Random

The President is Missing. The world

is in shock. But the reason he's 

missing is much worse than anyone

can imagine. With details only a

President could know, and the kind

of suspense only James Patterson

can deliver.

Shadow Intelligence

Oliver Harris

9781408709917   €16.99   ____

Little Brown

Something in the Water

Catherine Steadman

9781471167218  €9.50   ____

S&S

The perfect couple commit the 

perfect crime when they find million

pounds and a handful of diamonds

in an abandoned duffel bag. A 

Simple Plan meets The Couple Next

Door in this gripping thriller that

dares you to ask yourself: what

would you do?

Stranger Diaries

Elly Griffiths

9781786487414   €9.50  ____

Quercus

Death lies behind the words. The

chilling new stand-alone thriller from

the bestselling author of the Dr Ruth

Galloway Mysteries

Their Little Secret

Mark Billingham

9780751566987   €17.99   ____

Warner

The brand new thriller from

five-million-copy bestseller Mark

Billingham sees Tom Thorne and

Nicola Tanner on the hunt for a 

couple whose mutual chemistry

boils over into murder . . .



Unwanted Guest 

Shari Lapena

9780552174879   €10.50  ____

Corgi

With a violent storm raging, a group

finds itself completely cut off from the

outside world. Nobody can get in - or

out. And then the first body is found .

.The horrifying truth comes to light.

There's a killer among them and

nowhere to run. 

Falling Sword

Ben Kane

9781409173434     €16.99     ____

Orion

CAN GREECE RESIST THE MIGHT OF

ROME? Get ready for the climax of the

Roman invasion of Greece in Sunday

Times bestselling Ben Kane's latest 

historical adventure.

FICTION

A captivating standalone novel from

number one bestseller and sublime 

storyteller Jeffrey Archer. Can one man

achieve his destiny?

House Across the Street

Lesley Pearse

9781405935371    €9.50    ____

Penguin

Those Who Are Loved

Victoria Hislop

9781472223234    €17.99  ____

Headline

Heads You Win

Jeffrey Archer

9781509851263    €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Unquiet Heart

Martin Sixsmith

9781471149801   €14.99 ____

S&S

So Much Life Left Over

Louis de Bernieres

9781784705886    €10.99   ____

Vintage

At the dawn of the 1920s, Rosie and

Daniel move to Ceylon with their

small daughter to start a new life, 

attempting to put the trauma of the

First World War - and its effects on

their marriage - behind them. 

The gripping new novel by Sunday Times

Number One bestseller Victoria Hislop is

set against the backdrop of the German

occupation of Greece, the subsequent

civil war and a military dictatorship, all of

which left deep scars. 

Bursting with the real-life drama of

love in turbulent times, An Unquiet

Heart is a magnificently wrought novel

of passion and violence, triumph and

tragedy.

Something to Tell You

Lucy Diamond

9781509851126   €9.50  _____

Macmillan

Something to Tell You is a warm,

heartfelt story of a family, by Sunday

Times bestselling author Lucy 

Diamond.

*House on Vesper Sands

Paraic O’Donnell

9781474601047   €10.99  ____

Weidenfeld

Knockfane

Homan Potterton

9781785372490   €16.95  _____

Merrion (IAP)

Knockfane is an enthralling drama

exploring inheritance, heirship and

family legacy, set against the back-

drop of the Ireland of its time and

the conventions, customs, mistrust

and suspicions which governed both

Protestants and Catholics, as they

come to terms with each other’s

world in a rapidly changing society.



Clear Bright Future

Paul Mason

9780241320105     €24.50    ____

Hamilton

A passionate defence of humanity and

a work of radical optimism from the 

international bestselling author of 

Postcapitalism.

NON FICTION

*A Farewell to Poetry

Gabriel Fitzmaurice

9781782189091   €19.99  ____

Columba

Furiours Hours

Casey Cep

9781785150746    €16.99 ____

Arrow/Vintage

*Urban Sketcher’s Galway

Roisin Cure

9781782189084    €19.99  ____

Columba

Wordy

Simon Schama 

9781471180101    €18.50 ____

S&S

Writing Home

Polly Devlin

9781910258330    €11.99    ____

Pimpernel Press

Common People

Kit de Waal

9781783527458    €11.99   ____

Unbound

A celebration of working-class

voices, bringing together established

and emerging writers including Kit

de Waal, Malorie Blackman, Cathy

Rentzenbrink, Louise Doughty and

Lisa McInerney

Intrigued by the story, Harper Lee

makes a journey back to her home state

to witness the Reverend's killer face trial

- where none other than Tom Radney is

defending him.

A wide-ranging collection of essays 

written by the award-winning writer

and historian over his forty-year career,

chosen by the man himself.

Break Point

Ollie Ollerton

9781788702072   €18.50_____

Bonnier

Between the Lines

Michael Carrick 

9781788700528   €10.50  ____

Bonnier

Special Forces soldiers are not 

supermen. Bullets don't bounce off

them. They don't hit the target with

every shot. They have the same 

vulnerabilities and doubts as the rest

of us. But ordinary people can

achieve the extraordinary, under the

greatest pressure, in the most 

challenging situations. 

A deeply personal book, Between the

Lines reveals for the first time Michael's

battles with mental health, his struggles

with the national side, as well as the 

redemption he has found with his family

and his team.

Thanks A Lot Mr Kibblewhite

Roger Daltrey

9781788700313    €10.50 _____

Bonnier

*Shared Home Place

Seamus Mallon

9781843517634   €20.00  ____

Lilliput Press

Everything in Its Place

Oliver Sacks

9781509821822      €17.50  ____

Macmillan

A remarkable celebration of Sacks's

varied interests, told with his 

characteristic compassion and 

erudition, and in his luminous prose.



World According To Harry

Harry Redknapp

9781529104912   €17.99   ____

Ebury

“While the beautiful game has taught

me a lot, becoming King of the Jungle

got me thinking ... I've had quite a life

outside of football too. THE WORLD

ACCORDING TO HARRY is my take on

the important things -- from what

makes true team spirit and not 

forgetting your East End roots.”

Accidental Spy

Sean O’Driscoll 

9781912624348     €10.50     ____

Mirror Books

The gripping real story of a bored, 

frustrated New York trucking manager

who became one of Britain's most valued

spies, bringing down the entire IRA 

structure and making $10 million dollars

in the process.

NON FICTION

From the New York Times-bestselling 

author of The Accidental Billionaires and

Bringing Down the House comes the 

fascinating story of brothers Tyler and

Cameron Winklevoss's big bet on 

cryptocurrency and its dazzling pay-off.

*Frenzy and Betrayal

Alan Shatter

9781785372377   €19.95    ____

Merrion (IAP)

*Live While You Can

Fr. Tony Coote

9781529396263    €16.99  ____

Hodder

Bitcoin Billionaires

Ben Mezrich

9781408711897    €17.99   ____

Little Brown

Higher Loyalty

James Comey

9781529000863    €11.99    ____

Macmillan

If I Could Hold You Again

Collette Wolfe

9781529378436     €16.99   ____

Hodder

Collette Wolfe was on holidays in 

Lanzarote with her husband Anthony

when she got the call that all parents

most dread. Her beloved daughter

Leanne had died, having taken her

own life. On the morning of Leanne's

funeral, her diaries were uncovered

by her sister, and the family awakened

to a nightmare within the nightmare.

Live While You Can is the inspiring, 

life-affirming account of finding joy in

dark times and living every day in the

now. 

A riveting inside account of life and

leadership at the heart of the FBI and

high office in the United States of

America.

Always Look on the Bright Side

Eric Idle

9781474610292   €10.99 _____

Weidenfeld

Made in Scotland

Billy Connolly 

9781785943744     €10.50 ____

BBC

From the ingenious comic performer,

founding member of Monty Python,

and creator of Spamalot, comes an

absurdly funny memoir of 

unparalleled wit and heartfelt 

candour.

In Made in Scotland, Legendary comic

and national treasure Billy Connolly 

returns to his roots, reflecting on his life,

his homeland and what it means - then

and now - to be Scottish.

In this heartfelt, funny, touching 

memoir, Tan France, star of Netflix's

Emmy award-winning Queer Eye, tells

his origin story for the first time. With

his trademark wit, humor, and radical

compassion, Tan reveals what it was like

to grow up gay in a traditional South

Asian family, as one of the few people

of colour in South Yorkshire.

The second volume of Moby's 

memoir is a classic about the 

banality of fame. It is shocking, 

riotously entertaining, extreme, and

unforgiving. It is unedifying, but you

can never tear your eyes away from

the page.

Naturally Tan

Tan France 

9780753553749    €17.99 _____

Virgin

Then It Fell Apart

Moby

9780571339402  €17.50  ____

Faber & Faber

Blowing the Bloody Doors Off

Michael Caine

9781473689329    €10.99    ____

Hodder

Hollywood legend and British national

treasure Michael Caine shares the 

wisdom, stories, insight and skills that

life has taught him in his remarkable

career - and now his 85th year.



Battle Scars

Jason Fox

9780552176019   €10.99  ____

Corgi Books

*Fearless Woman

Margaret Ward

9781910820407     €25.00     ____

UCD

This full-length biographical study of

one of the most important women in

Irish political life in the 20th century is

now reissued by UCD. Hanna Sheehy

Skeffington, part of a pioneering 

generation, played a significant role in

the early Irish Republic.. 

NON FICTION

Multi-award-winning author Donald

McRae's stunning new book is a 

powerful tale of hope and redemption

across the sectarian divide in Northern

Ireland - thanks to boxing.

Unspoken: Gary Speed

John Richardson

9781911613312    €10.50    ____

Trinity Mirror

Me and the Table

Stephen Hendry

9781789460773    €10.50  ____

John Blake

*In Sunshine or in Shadow

Donald McRae

9781471163111    €17.50  ____

S&S

*Play it Again, Des

Des Cahill

9781911613329     €10.50 ____

Trinity Mirror

We Need to Weaken the Mixture

Guy Martin

9780753545461    €10.99   ____

Virgin Publishing

How to be a Footballer

Peter Crouch

9781785039782     €10.50  ____

Ebury

Gary Speed's tragic death on Novem-

ber 27 2011 rocked the football world.

Aged just 42, he was found hanged in

the garage of his home. A 

long-standing legend of the game and

manager of Wales, he appeared to

have everything to live for

STEPHEN HENDRY became the youngest

professional snooker player in 1985 aged

16 and, in 1990, he was the youngest

ever snooker World Champion, at the age

of 21. With an insight into the world of

the man behind the cue, and what made

him such a top-class player, this is the 

definitive autobiography of the legend

that is Stephen Hendry.

Des Cahill is one of Ireland's best

known and most loved broadcasters. A

friendly face on our TVs and a witty

voice on our radios for decades. He

lifts the lid on many entertaining 

stories behind his remarkable career

and reveals the heartache behind a 

secret family tragedy.

Faber & Faber The Untold Story

Tony Faber

9780571339044    €22.99 _____

Faber & Faber

*Dancing to My Death

Daniel O’Leary

9781782183624     €14.99____

Columba

This is the story of one of the world's

great publishers told in its own words.

Drawing on a wealth of previously 

unpublished letters, minutes, memoirs

and diaries, Toby Faber takes us deep

inside the evolution of the company

and the excitement, hopes and fears of

the people who published and wrote

the books that line our shelves today.

Written by a multi-award-winning 

journalist and broadcaster, with a 

thirty-year career covering business

and current affairs, it is a fascinating 

insight into the business behind the

man, and the man behind the business.

The First Wave follows ten men 

attempting to carry out D-Day's most

critical missions. Their actions would

determine the fate of the invasion of

Hitler's Fortress Europe.

*Michael O’Leary: Turbulent Times

Matt Cooper

9780241315637    €11.99 _____

Hamilton

First Wave

Alex Kershaw 

9781471185922    €17.50 ____

S&S



I You We Them

Dan Gretton 

9781785152276    €17.50  ____

Arrow/Vintage

I You We Them is a study of the 

psychology of some of the least 

visible perpetrators of crimes

against humanity, the `desk killers'

who ordered and directed some of

the worst atrocities of the last two

hundred years. 

*A Bloody Dawn

Dan Harvey 

9781785372414     €14.95     ____

Merrion (IAP)

This Irish contribution to the most 

extraordinary military operation ever 

attempted in the history of warfare is at

last told for the first time in 

A BloodyDawn: The Irish at D-Day.

NON FICTION

An accessible overview of Ireland's War

of Independence, 1919-21. From the

first shooting of RIC constables in 

Soloheadbeg, Co Tipperary, on 21 

January 1919 to the truce in July 1921,

the IRA carried out a huge range of 

attacks on all levels of British rule in 

Ireland.

*Ireland’s War of Independence 1919-21

Lorcan Collins

9781847179500    €16.99  ____

O’Brien Press

Spy and the Traitor

Ben MacIntyre

9780241972137   €10.50   ____

Hamilton

A thrilling Cold War story about a

KGB double agent, by one of

Britain's greatest historians.

Upheaval

Jared Diamond 

9780241003398    €28.99  ____

Hamilton

In his landmark international 

bestsellers Guns, Germs and Steel

and Collapse, Jared Diamond 

transformed our understanding of

what makes civilizations rise and fall.

Now, at a time when crises are

erupting around the world, he 

reveals what makes certain nations

resilient in the face of tremendous

upheaval.

King and the Catholics

Lady Antonia Fraser

9781474601948    €11.99  ____

Weidenfeld

THE KING AND THE CATHOLICS is a 

distant mirror of our times, reflecting

the political issues arising from religious

intolerance.

*Lay of the Land

Fiona O’Connell

9781912514472    €12.99 ____

Mentor Trade Books

*Enda the Road

Gavan Reilly 

9781781176559    €16.99   ____

Mercier Press

Chronicling the political crisis that

led to the end of Enda Kenny's

reignas Taoiseach and Fine Gael

leader, Enda the Road: Nine Days

That Toppled a Taoiseach is a 

journalistic account of the McCabe

scandal, the media furore 

surrounding it, and Kenny and his

government's response to it.

House of Trump

Craig Unger

9780552175449    €11.99  ____

Corgi

House of Trump, House of Putin

offers the first comprehensive 

investigation into the decades-long

relationship among Donald Trump,

Vladimir Putin, and the Russian

Mafia that ultimately helped win

Trump the White House. 

Life on Earth

David Attenborough 

9780008294304    €11.99   ____

Harper Collins

A new, beautifully illustrated edition of

David Attenborough's groundbreaking

Life on Earth.

New Nomad

Felix Marquardt

9781471177385    €17.50   ____

S&S

Why the new nomad and increased

migration will help bring greater 

prosperity to the planet.

Documenting nine journeys from nine

different moments in her life, 

Elsewhere reveals how exploring the

world - and those we meet along the

way - can dramatically shape the course

of a person's life.

*Elsewhere: One Woman, One...

Rosita Boland

9781781620496    €17.50   ____

Transworld 



Erebus: The Story of a Ship

Michael Palin

9781784758578      €10.50  ____

Vintage

In the early years of Queen Victoria's

reign, HMS Erebus undertook two of

the most ambitious naval 

expeditions of all time. Her fate 

remained a mystery for over 160

years. Then, in 2014, she was found.

Guilty Feminist

Deborah Frances-White

9780349010120     €10.99   ____

Abacus

From inclusion to the secret autonomy in

rom coms, from effective activism to

what poker can tell us about power 

structures, Deborah Frances-White 

explores what it means to be a twenty-

first-century feminist and encourages us

to make the world better for everyone.

NON FICTION

Underland

Robert Macfarlane 

9780241143803    €22.99  ____

Hamilton

The highly anticipated new book from

the internationally bestselling, 

prize-winning author of Landmarks,

The Lost Words and The Old Ways

Discover the hidden worlds beneath

our feet.

Do Statins Work?

Ben Goldacre

9780008151973      €12.35  ____

Weidenfeld

A campaigning handbook, a thrilling

work of popular science, and a call

to arms for doctors, researchers and

patients from Britain's finest writer

on the science behind medicine.

*Good Enough Parent 

David Carey

9781912514342      €14.99  ____

Mentor Trade Books

First We Make the Beast Beautiful

Sarah Wilson

9780552175029     €14.99  ____

Corgi Books

If you have anxiety, this book is for you.

If you love someone who is anxious,

this book is for you.

Self-Acceptance

Dr Harry Barry

9781409188551      €17.99  ____

Orion

In this book bestselling author Harry

Barry challenges the conventional 

wisdom and explores why the terms

self-acceptance, self-respect and 

self-actualization are more helpful in

developing positive mental health. In

his trademark style he also provides

practical examples of what we should

all be doing instead to build confidence

and reach our full potential.

Good Mornings

Linnea Dunne 

9781856754019     €17.99  ____

Gaia Books

In this inspirational guide, Linnea

Dunne, bestselling author of Lagom:

The Swedish Art of Balanced Living,

shows how building a life-affirming

ritual into your morning routine is an

act of self-care that can benefit both

your physical and mental health, 

enhance your productivity and 

positively influence your day. 

To Read Aloud

Dimitri Francesco

9781786693266      €10.50  ____

Head of Zeus

A literary toolbox for well-being, this

selection of prose has the power to

promote reflection and mindfulness

when read aloud.

How to Change Your Mind

Michael Pollan

9780141985138      €11.99 ____

Penguin

Could psychedelic drugs change our

worldview? Join Michael Pollan on a

journey to the frontiers of the human

mind.

Can I Say No? 

Stefanie Preissner 

9781473687899      €16.99  ____

Hodder

Can I Say No? is one woman's 

honest and hilarious take on how 

re-learning one small word can pave

the way to saying YES to who you 

really are. 

If You’d Just Let Me Finish?

Jeremy Clarkson

9781405939058      €10.99  ____

Penguin

If You'd Just Let Me Finish is Clarkson

at his best. He may be as bemused,

exasperated, amused and surprised as

the rest of us, but in a world gone

crazy, thank God someone has still got

his head screwed on ...



*Sex Instructions for an Irish Farmer

Charles McSherry

9781781177242      €6.99  ____

Mercier Press

*Dublin: The Chaos Years

Neil Cotter

9780241983164       €10.50     ____

Hamilton

Based on interviews with former players

and coaches, Dublin: The Chaos Years tells

the entertaining and sometimes scarcely

believable story of how the Dubs 

managed to make such a hames of things

over a period of fifteen years. It also

traces the beginnings of the turnaround,

as the bad habit of failure began to give

way to a healthier culture.

NON FICTION

Mind Games

Calivin & Bjorn 

9781787290402      €22.99 ____

Random

In a truly groundbreaking expose of 

professional golf, Michael Calvin and

Thomas Bjorn - captain of the 2018 

European Ryder Cup Team - capture the

distinctive nature of the game, and the

principles and philosophies of players

who dominate the world rankings. 

Getting to the Top of World...

Antoine Griezmann

9781911613350      €14.99 ____

Trinity Mirror

Antoine Griezmann is one of the

world's greatest footballers but it

hasn't been easy. This is his 

inspirational, untold story of how he

had to overcome the odds to reach

the top.

*Hurlers

Paul Rouse 

9780241983546     €11.99 ____

Hamilton

Zonal Marking

Michael Cox

9780008291167      €19.50  ____

Harper Collins

An insightful, comprehensive and 

always entertaining appreciation of

how European football has 

developed over the last three

decades by the author of the much

heralded The Mixer.

Greenfeast

Nigel Slater 

9780008333355   €25.99  ____

Harper Collins

Greenfeast: spring, summer is a 

vibrant and joyous collection of the

food Nigel eats at the end of the day.

Over 110 simply beautiful spring and

summer recipes, each with suggested

variations, that can mostly be on the

table in 30 minutes.

Secret Cyclist

9781787290211     €17.99 ____

Random

Omerta is the strict code of silence

that governed cycling during the

Lance Armstrong era of doping.

While it no longer rules the peloton,

only anonymity can allow a rider to

truly reveal what the world of 

modern professional cycling is really

like.

Save Money and Lose Weight

Dr Raj Singh

9781787632486      €17.50 ____

Bantam

n Save Money, Lose Weight, the

book to accompany the ITV series,

Dr Ranj Singh brings you a 28-day

plan that shows you how to make

nutritious, calorie-controlled,

budget-conscious meals for the

whole family.

*Five Ways to Better Days

Patricia McAdoo

9781786050731      €11.99 ____

Orpen Press

A Compendium of Writing and Other

Wellness Practices.

*A Quick Cuppa Herbal

Fiann O’Nuallain

9781781176702      €16.99 ____

Mercier Press

Tin Can Cook

Jack Monroe

9781529015287      €8.50 ____

Macmillan

Food writer and anti-poverty 

campaigner Jack Monroe presents Tin

Can Cook, bringing together 

seventy-five recipes that you can rustle

up from tinned and dried ingredients.

If you've ever struggled to make a dish

because the recipe calls for an exotic

ingredient you've never heard of, then

this is the book for you. 



12 Rules for Life

Jordan B. Peterson

9780141988511     €11.99  ____

Penguin

12 Rules for Life offers a deeply 

rewarding antidote to the chaos in

our lives: eternal truths applied to

our modern problems.

Algebra of Happiness

Scott Galloway

9781787632479     €18.50   ____

Bantam

In The Algebra of Happiness Galloway

tells you how life can be navigated and

negotiated better to maximise happiness

and minimise the inevitable stress. 

Delivering practical advice and hard-won

wisdom on everything from when to own

property to how hard to work, this is 

self-help for anyone struggling with life's

big questions.

NON FICTION

Arsonist

Chloe Hooper 

9781471182228    €17.50  ____

S&S

A powerful real-life thriller written

with Hooper's trademark lyric detail

and nuance, The Arsonist is a reminder

that in an age of fire, all of us are 

gatekeepers.

Dark Side of the Mind

Kerry Daynes

9781788401340      €15.50  ____

Cassell

THE DARK SIDE OF THE MIND offers

readers an unforgettable insight into

the psychological causes of some of

the most extreme forms of human

behaviour, and what the treatment

and incarceration of those who

transgress says about society.

*Killing of Thomas Niedermayer

David Knox Blake

9781848407343      €15.95  ____

New Island

*Missing - Revised and Updated

Barry Cummins

9780717183937     €14.99  ____

Gill

Fully updated and revised, including

two new chapters, Missing looks at the

leads and developments of Ireland's

most famous missing persons cases.

Fat Freddie is a gripping account of the

rise and fall of Freddie Thompson.

Award-winning crime journalist,

Stephen Breen, co-author of the No 1

bestselling The Cartel, has written the

definitive portrait of a notorious Dublin

gangster, a shocking story of 

double-crossing, vengeance and 

murder

*Fat Freddie

Stephen Breen 

9781844884780     €17.50  ____

Penguin

Don’t Stop Believin’

Olivia Newton John

9781471186837     €17.50 ____

S&S

Warm, candid and moving, Don't

Stop Believin' is Olivia 

Newton-John's story in her own

words for the very first time. 

*Home

Eoin O’Broin

9781785372650      €14.95 ____

Merrion (IAP)

Home: Why Public Housing is the 

Answer examines the structural causes

of our housing emergency, provides a

detailed critique of government housing

policy from the 1980s to the present

and outlines a comprehensive, practical

and radical alternative that would meet

the housing needs of the many, not just

the few.

Singular View

Kevin Myers 

9781785372612      €19.95  ____

Merrion (IAP)

In this remarkable sequel to his 

critically acclaimed memoir Watching

the Door, Irish journalist Kevin Myers

reflects on his roller-coaster career

over three decades in the Irish

media, from the European conflicts

he reported from to the personal

conflicts he fought. 



*123 Ireland!

Aoife Dooley

9781912417377   €9.50   ____

Little Island

A light-hearted, funny and brilliantly

illustrated counting boardbook which

introduces all things Irish to baby

readers - or at least the first ten things.

Howarts Handbook

Jenna Ballard

9781338339406   €9.60   ____

Scholastic

*My Little Album of Dublin

Juliette Saumande

9781847179982   €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Learn everything you need to know

about being a Hogwarts student! This

box includes a student handbook with

activities and a buildable Hermione

LEGO minifigure!

From Number One bestselling author

David Walliams comes a hilarious and

heartwarming picture book, brilliantly 

illustrated by the artistic genius, Tony

Ross.

Peppa Pig: I Love You, Daddy

Peppa Pig

9780241371572   €8.50    ____

Hamilton

Daddy Pig makes every day an 

adventure in this delightful picture

book with a sparkly cover. Perfect

for little piggies and their daddies on

Father's Day and all year round. 

Accidental Adventures of Onion O’Brien

Jason Byrne

9780717184880   €8.99    ____

Gill

Sister, Missing

Sophie McKenzie

9781471185786   €8.50 ____

S&S

Meet Onion O'Brien. He's an ordinary

kid growing up in the suburbs where

nothing ever happens. Except when it

does, it always happens to him.

The gripping sequel to the bestselling,

award-winning Girl, Missing.

It's two years after the events of Girl,

Missing and life is not getting any 

easier for sixteen-year-old Lauren, as

exam pressure and a recent family

heartbreak take their toll.

Lifters Do Not Feed Out

Dave Eggers

9781407185477   €7.99   ____

Scholastic 

Discover a stunning new children's

tale from the bestselling, Pulitzer-

nominated author of Heroes of the

Frontier and What Is the What.

We didn't know what we were doing.

We had no idea what we were up

against. And we made a really big

mess... And it was the saddest, scariest,

weirdest, time in my life but it was also

the best fun I ever had.And it started

here.

*Boot 

Shane Hegarty 

9781444949360   €8.50 ____
Hodder

CHILDRENS

Fearless Five

Bannie McPartlin 

9781848128033   €8.50   ____

Piccadilly

For fans of WALL-E and Toy Story,

comes a heart-warming, humorous 

adventure about a young robot trying to

find its way home. Beautifully 

illustrated throughout, Boot is a special

book you will want to treasure and

share.

Skulduggery Pleasant 12:Bedlam TPB

Derek Landy 

9780008295646   €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

The 12th explosive novel in the 

internationally bestselling Skulduggery

Pleasant series, BEDLAM will blow

your mind - and change everything.

Boogie Bear 

David Walliams

9780008172787   €8.50   ____

Harper Collins

My Little Album of Dublin takes the

youngest of readers on a fun filled

tour of the Fairy City. Along the way,

they will build up their vocabulary in

English and Irish.

Skulduggery Pleasant 12:Bedlam HB

Derek Landy 

9780008293666   €17.50   ____

Harper Collins

The 12th explosive novel in the 

internationally bestselling Skulduggery

Pleasant series, BEDLAM will blow your

mind - and change everything.



Burning Maze

Rick Riordan 

9780141364018   €9.50   ____

Penguin

The third book in the latest series

from international bestselling

author, Rick Riordan 

He was a God once. Until he was

cast out his father, Zeus. Now, he's

an awkward teenager. Called Lester. 

Wundersmith

Jessica Townsend 

9781510103849   €8.50   ____

Orion

Tom Gates: Mega Make and Do

Liz Pichon

9781407174808  €14.99  ____

Scholastic

Return to the magical world of 

Nevermoor, where Morrigan Crow's 

adventures continue. The most 

anticipated sequel of the year - a treat for

all fans of magic and 'wunder'. 

Weight of Water

Sarah Crossan

9781526606907   €9.50  ____

Bloomsbury

When Mum and Dad forget it's half

term, what's Tom going to do to keep

busy over the break! A weeks' worth of

drawing, doodling, games, stories and

activities in this fantastic new illustrated

offering from bestselling author of the

Tom Gates series, Liz Pichon!

Girl Called Justice

Elly Griffiths

9781786540591   €8.50   ____

Quercus Kids

Missing maids, suspicious teachers

and a snow storm to die for... For a

fearless girl called Justice Jones,

super-smart super-sleuth, it's just the

start of a spine-tingling first term at

Highbury House Boarding School

for the Daughters of Gentlefolk. 

Malamander

Thomas Taylor 

9781406386288   €9.50   ____

Walker

Can You See Me?

Libby Scott

9781407195674   €8.50   ____

Scholastic

Endearing, insightful and warmly 

uplifting. Can You SeeMe? is a story of

autism, empathy and kindness that will

touch readers of all ages.

CHILDRENS

In the Mouth of the Wolf

Michael Morpurgo

9781405293402  €8.50 ____

Egmont

A true story of two brothers and the

war that changed everything. 

Michael Morpurgo's wonderful 

storytelling and Barroux's stunning

artwork combine to tell the true story

of Michael's uncles against the epic

backdrop of World War Two.

Mr Penguin and the Fortress ...

Alex T Smith

9781444932102  €8.50 ____

Hodder

Follow Mr Penguin and Colin as they

crash-land on a snowy mountain. Will

they be able to solve the mystery of the

missing pets? What are the strange

noises coming from the abandoned

fortress? And will Mr Penguin conquer

his fear of flying?

Disney Pixar Toy Story 4

DK

9780241357569  €9.50 ____

Hamilton

The toys are back in town!

Disney*Pixar's Toy Story 4 opens a

new chapter in the lives of Woody,

Buzz Lightyear and the Toy Story

gang. Catch up with much-loved toys,

including Jessie, Bo Peep, Buzz,

Woody, Trixie, Rex, Hamm and Slinky

Dog. 

Prague Spring

Simon Mawer

9780349143309  €10.99 ____

Abacus

The gripping new novel from the

Booker-shortlisted author of The Glass

Room and The Girl Who Fell From the

Sky.

*Surface Breaks

Louise O’Neill

9781407180410    €9.50 ____
Scholastic

Deep beneath the sea, off the cold Irish

coast, Gaia is a young mermaid who

dreams of freedom from her controlling

father. On her first swim to the surface,

she is drawn towards a human boy. She

longs to join his carefree world, but how

much will she have to sacrifice?



Middle School: From Hero to..

James Patterson

9781784753931   €8.50   ____

Vintage

James Patterson's bestselling Middle

School series is now a major motion

picture! Catch up with everyone's 

favorite troublemaker, Rafe 

Khatchadorian, when he gets lost in

London on the worst field trip

EVER!

Toffee

Sarah Crossan 

9781408868126  €15.50   ____

Bloomsbury

Tattooist of Auschwitz - YA Edition

Heather Morris

9781471408496   €9.50 ____
Hot Key

The astonishing new novel from the 

incomparable, multi-award-winning and

Laureate na nOg Sarah Crossan. 

The Tattooist of Auschwitz is based on

the true story of Lale and Gita Sokolov,

two Slovakian Jews who survived

Auschwitz. When Lale, given the job of

tattooing the prisoners, saw Gita waiting

in line, it was love at first sight. In that

moment he is determined to keep them

both alive. .

Good Girls Guide to Murder

Holly Jackson

9781405293181   €9.50   ____

Egmont

A debut YA crime thriller as 

addictive as Serial as compelling as

Riverdale and as page-turning as

One of Us Is Lying

Words That Fly Between Us

Sarah Carroll

9781471160646   €9.50   _____

S&S

Written in accessible verse `chapters' and

in a warm and reassuring style, The 

Deepest Breath will be of special relevance

to young girls who are starting to realise

that they are attracted to other girls, but it

is also a story for any young reader with an

open mind who wants to understand how

people's emotions affect their lives.

Deepest Breath

Meg Grehan

9781912417186   €8.50 ____
Little Island

A beautiful, powerful story about 

finding the strength and words to face

your fears, from the author of The Girl

in Between 

CHILDRENS

Meat Market

Juno Dawson

9781786540386   €9.50 ____
Quercus

Jana is an ordinary girl from a south

London estate, lifted to unimaginable

heights. But the further you rise, the

more devastating your fall ... 

Honest and raw, this is a timely expose

of the dark underbelly of the fashion 

industry in an era of #TimesUp and

#MeToo. 

The Gifted, The Talented and Me

William Sutcliffe

9781408890219   €9.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Laugh-out-loud funny and instantly

recognisable - not since The 

Inbetweeners has a coming of age story

been so irreverent and relatable. 

Wickerlight

Mary Watson 

9781408884911   €9.50  ____

Bloomsbury

Mary Watson's sequel to The Wren Hunt

is an eerie, magical thriller perfect for

fans of Frances Hardinge and Emily

Bain Murphy's The Disappearances

Theodore Boone: Accomplice

John Grisham

9781529373936  €15.50 ____

Hooder

Book 7 in the fantastic Theodore Boone

series.

Stepsister

Jennifer Donnelly 

9781471407970   €9.50 ____
Hotkey

Stepsister takes up where Cinderella's tale

ends. We meet Isabelle, the younger of

Cinderella's two stepsisters. Ella is 

considered beautiful; stepsister Isabelle is

not. Isabelle is fearless, brave, and 

strong-willed.


